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body contact and performative equality 

in judith butler's view, politics can take place when society is not seen just as a visual 

phenomenon, but it implies society happens when people’s bodies are present and are facing each 

other. butler's view of the body as a political form is demonstrated in the last IDEAL PARADISE 

(tlIP) performance in jakarta that took place at the end of february 2020. understanding the 

presence of the body for others, citing butler’s view, is a presupposition of the social dimension, in 

line with hannah arendt's framework of the act of speaking as a political matter and, thus, 

presupposes the existence of other parties. 

tlIP performance is claudia bosse’s seminal work. she is an artist from germany living in vienna, 

austria and her work tries to activate the body to be present. tlIP uses a site-specific theatre 

approach, in the sense that the performance seeks to activate several parts of the PFN building 

(perusahaan film nasional, or national film company building), presenting memories related to the 

history of propaganda films during the authoritarian regime that took place in indonesia. as a 

performance, tlIP is a landscape of real and temporary moments from a view of the body and 

space. this approach is corresponding to butler’s view of the body that performance takes place in 

social organisms. performativity cannot take place in its own space, or executed alone, because it 

always presupposes and reproduces a series of social relations, both relationships between 

humans, and non-human (material) relations, objects relations, or even regarding human relations 

with technology. we can see it, for example, through the performativity of a professor presenting 

an academic lecture; this activity will not take place effectively and performatively if it is not 

supported by certain appropriate space, sound technology, projectors and the screens, and so on, 

even this activity requires the need for an audience—which are in that case fulfilled by the 

students. it means that performativity always requires a series of prevailing social relations, just as 

performance in gender is always connected with the social order that surrounds it. the approach in 

the tlIP performance itself is a performativity that does not only assume a relationship with the 

space of PFN building and its surroundings, and including its objects, since this performance also 

presupposes its relationship with the audience through the gaze between the performer and the 

audience, with an assumption that they (the audience) are present together and are also a part of 

the performance. 

another approach of the tlIP performance is site-specific theatre that tries to bring performance to 

the space and its architecture, specifically the PFN building, which features a performance session 

in the form of the implementation of a ritual process one by going around the old and abandoned 

buildings of the PFN, in order to reactivate the memory of propagandist events that were shown in 

propaganda films produced in the building. the tlIP performance is a landscape that extends the 

relationship of the body with objects, architectural space, and the audience as a discourse about 

politics that departs from material things. in jacques ranciere's political discourse, politics is defined 

as a means to re-create the political ones from non-political ones. in the context of jacques 

ranciere's view, the tlIP performance can be interpreted as a reconfiguration of the sensory order 

of the possible relations of the body, the space, and objects, as a real experience and present with 

the performance. 

one moment of the body presence depicted in tlIP can be understood through the performance 

session on the body contact. in the performance, the body contact introduced as dependent bodies 

is seen to be related to how one performer rests (makes contacts). on certain parts of the body of 

another performer. this very simple element of the performance is quite difficult to present since it 

is related to the presence of the body from the other party through body contact temporarily and 

spatially. choreography in the body contact also always needs the presence of what butler calls a 

social organism, to be in the context of this performance as a collective body organisms, where 

one’s body part must support body parts of other performers through the body contacts. such body 

contacts are moving toward each other, due to the spatiality and temporality of the body contacts 

which supposedly support each other, and the movements also become temporal due to the mutual 

understanding of the body's movements through each body of the performers. 

such body contact moments which are supporting each other through one of the body parts of each 

performer, as presented in the body contact session at tlIP, are moments of temporality and 



spatiality. this can be said as the presence of a real body since it does not depart from an abstract 

choreographic system. as performers, they cannot even predict which direction the body of other 

performers will move, because everything comes into being within time and space. the movement 

of the body in the body contact is very dependent on how the body moments rely on one another 

or the moment of the meeting between each body of the performers. those who accept and provide 

the greatest body support are those who want to communicate with their language. likewise, those 

who accept the body language receive the simultaneous and temporal moment because the shape 

of the body contact work system is not anticipatory, or mechanical. retrieving the language from 

the body of another performer's partner can also be considered as an active movement in the 

sense that in the body contact there is an awareness opening between receiving and giving 

simultaneously. as butler's view, that performativity can only take place presupposing and by 

reproducing social relations, in the context of the body contact performed in the show, social 

organisms are formed because there lies the mutual support between each of these performances. 

this moment of mutual support is a moment of presence and equality that is temporal because it is 

very dependent on the spatiality of the individual actors. 

experience in undertaking body contact performance is the experience of knowing and 

understanding a role through the training process. the embodiment during the body contact 

training process becomes the process of knowing, because the knowledge gained is not merely 

cognitive, but this performance provides an opportunity to embody the knowledge simultaneously 

when the performers make the body contact. knowing by doing is temporal, and the experience of 

executing the body contact cannot be reproduced, let alone predicted, due to its spatial experience 

with the space and presence of other bodies. in martin heidegger's view, understanding 

(verstehen) is not a method or way, because understanding is supposed to be neither cognitive nor 

reflective. understanding in the view of heidegger is an existentialist thing, of how to be in the 

world (in-der-welt-sein). understanding in the context of body contact is also not to understand 

something in the definition of experts related to knowing the method and so on, because 

understanding through body contact departs from the experience of doing it, knowledge is acquired 

simultaneously when the body is present when touching and in contact with other bodies. this 

choreography in body contact is a kind of criticism of modernity, especially related to the body in a 

representational view that is mechanical and, thus, can be anticipated. 

as a social organism that enables performativity, a body contact performance is also a moment 

that presupposes equality between the performers. for another body to be present, equality must 

always be assumed. this equality roots from the existence of a mutually supporting body between 

each performance, as something which presupposes the presence of each other. accepting and 

giving rest of the body without having to anticipate is an experience of equality. referring to 

hannah arendt's view, the performance needs to assume the presence of the other as something 

equal for dialogue and conversation to take place. that said, the assumption of equality in the body 

contact performance has an impact that actually there is no such performer who plays better than 

others, while assuming others play poorly, because basically the relationship supposes and 

supports each other through this body requires mutual support and understanding with each other. 

the context of equality in body contact is also related to the awareness of social organisms who are 

always reproduced together in this performance, where basically the body is always aware of the 

relationship between one another. 

equality in the view of jacques ranciere is not a goal, but equality which must always be assumed 

continuously, so the things that have not been accommodated (the wrong) in the social order can 

be present. because it is not an objective, equality in ranciere's view is contingent, it can only 

occur when there is an action to verify existence. the action arises not from the awareness 

obtained from other people, but rather the tension between ideas and material. in the body contact 

performance, the act presupposing equality is a kind of bodily experience when one part of the 

performance body rests with one other body part of the performance. the experience of bodily 

contact is unpredictable because it opens the possibility of bodily experience that touches directly 

on other bodies. hence, body contact choreography is a kind of body choreography which is always 

open to the possibilities that arise (the wrong from ranciere) from the experience of body contact. 

equality is always the starting point and is assumed to reconfigure the sensory partition 

(perception of social order). in the context of the body contact performance, the contingent nature 

of the experience of equality lies in the temporality of the tension from contacting one part of the 



body of the performance to another which supports one another. equality in the context of the 

body contact performance is equality as an act and temporality itself. 

such embodiment relations in the performance emphasizing body contact can also be interpreted in 

the view of merleau-ponty, where he argues that there is no separation between mind and body. 

being in a body contact performance presupposes simultaneous awareness, where the performers 

who perform the actions have similar awareness (or even the same awareness) as the other body, 

space, and the audience gaze presented in the performance. simultaneous awareness also shows 

that there is no mechanistic or anticipatory movement in the body's movements. this is because 

bodily awareness is always connected to the other body, space, and audience simultaneously—

consistently this simultaneity is also what is meant by performance in organisms and social 

relations. in line with ponty's view, anticipatory and mechanistic matters are basically 

consciousness that separate the mind and body. this anticipatory and mechanistic awareness can 

usually be seen in abstract choreographic models because the body seems to have been designed 

and mechanistic, as is the practice of performances which presuppose the body as representative. 

however, the body contact shown in tlIP can also be viewed as a display of a real body, a body that 

is always connected to the other body, space, and the audience simultaneously. it presupposes an 

awareness that is always connected with others, which then points out the radical form of equality 

presented in tlIP. 
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